We have been engaged in a spiritual war for many years; it is time for everyone to come to intellectual grips with this struggle, because whether you like it or not, we are all in the middle of it.

According to Irish traditions about the Fey and their appearance from the fog and also the disappearance (of most them) into another fog, we now know that this is consistent with the phenomena of extra dimensional travel and the use of clouds and fog to hide the "blinking out" associated with this. Remember how Jesus and others in Old Testament accounts went up in a cloud?

Now you know why.

It should be no surprise to hear that there are those Fey loyal to Truth, and those who are loyal to the Lie (Illusion), so it is not a matter of "all Fey are bad" or "all Fey are good" according to blood or nature.

It's a matter of allegiance, whether you stand for Truth or for Illusion.

The Romans made most of the British Isles uninhabitable to the Fey who remained there by polluting natural water wells, streams, and ponds with iron objects and iron ore and later by using iron pipes to convey water. The Fey are allergic to iron and this action by the Romans rendered the water unusable.

The remaining Fey have been at war with the Romans ever since, though as in any conflict, there are and always have been a few Turncoats assisting the common enemy. Unknown to most of the people on this planet, water is alive. It has a memory. It knows when it has been violated and it remembers both the offense and the offenders.

Consider--- is this really any stranger than learning that chips made of silicon can be imprinted to carry vast amounts of information?

The deliberate destruction and pollution of the entire Pacific biome by the Romans and their Allies (again) resulting from the Fukushima disaster has brought the ancient conflict over the poisoning of the wells back to the surface, and it is now entering public cognizance.
This may seem very strange to you, simply because you have never been made aware of the unique properties and crystalline characteristics of water, but then, you have never been made aware of a great many things.

You have never been made aware of the drastic decline in atmospheric oxygen levels, either. Listen up.

This is occurring even more rapidly than before because Fukushima is polluting most of the Pacific Ocean and the marine algae and other ocean flora are dying, thus no longer producing oxygen for people and animals to breathe. Harvesting of the Amazon Basin and many of the Equatorial African forests have only added to the problem, as has the senseless jihad against carbon dioxide.

We are living in an oxygen starved environment with oxygen levels far below our optimum performance requirements.

As a result of deliberate acts against Mankind, our water is polluted, and our food is only partially oxidized during digestion for lack of adequate oxygen to burn it up --- which leaves a lot of toxic unconsumed food residue in our bodies, and results in chronic diseases occurring on an unprecedented scale.

Hear this loud and clear: the problem is not enough oxygen.

Excess of carbon dioxide is a secondary result.

And the entire problem is caused by killing plants, both on land and sea.

Repeat that as often as necessary to get it firmly through your heads and then carry the message forward. Talk about it. Send letters about it. Make a noise!

Plants use carbon dioxide as a building block to grow and increase their mass, and they expel oxygen as a waste product of this process.

When you kill the plants, two things happen --- (1) oxygen levels fall (no plants producing oxygen), and (2) carbon dioxide levels increase (no plants using up carbon dioxide).

The idiot measures to artificially decrease the amount of carbon dioxide ----which harms the ability of the plants to survive by depriving them of the material they need to live----is not only unspeakably stupid, it's criminal.

Those who planned and executed the Fukushima disaster did this as a deliberate act of pollution and they intended deliberate mass death within the Pacific Biome as a result.

Next, they raised their hands above their heads and started wailing about just one of the results-- the build up of unused carbon dioxide in the atmosphere-- and they propose to use this as an excuse to impose draconian taxes on carbon dioxide emissions, which will only worsen the problem they created by killing half the Pacific Ocean flora, while threatening the government of Japan and enriching themselves.

Everyone on Earth needs to recognize what is actually going on here behind the Papal Curtain and Corporate Veil, and we all need to tear the rest of the gauze off.
At this moment, the Enemy of all mankind is centered in a longitudinal ley line array with key points just west of Prague, just north of Meissen, Germany, and just south of Ulm, Germany. All remaining Light Workers and volunteers need to concentrate on clearing these energy centers and also on clearing another triangle just west of Cologne/Koln, just north of Vienna, and just west of Stuttgart, Germany, in the Pindar (Rhein River Watershed).

All those who feel ill-equipped for an energetic rough and tumble at this time, are advised to concentrate their energy on bolstering Avallon in France. Remember that I told you that the Kingdom of Camelot (actually Camelotte) is in France, and all the legends of "Avalon" are those of Avallon, in France, also.

Fully inform all members of all governments worldwide, and most especially, the delegations to the United Nations and the Justices of the World Court.

Put down the Paris New Green Deal with a thump and face the actual problem that has been created in your midst.

The remaining Fey are leading the charge, but the people of the Earth must rise to defend themselves from these criminals, must make use of their True God-given abilities.
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